CommScope Managed Network Solutions help
telecom provider differentiate connectivity
services and reduce time-to-market
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Benefits for service providers

··One partner that delivers comprehensive
carrier-grade managed network services

··Fast time-to-market across multiple
vertical markets

··Highly differentiated white label solution
··Fully hosted, with expert NOC-to-NOC
support
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Operators, but only if they can make
complexity disappear and shrink timeto-market exponentially.
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The challenge: simplify delivery
and accelerate time-to-market
for connectivity services

The CommScope Solution:
a world-class solution of readyto-deploy technology and
services

Headquartered in Norwalk, Connecticut,

CommScope was the best way for

For Frontier, CommScope is more than a
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Frontier to “deliver more, faster.” Its

global leader in innovative solutions for
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The CommScope Advantage:
Unmatched expertise dedicated
to Service Provider success
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To eliminate the burden of dealing with
different vendors for each component,
CommScope manages and monitors the
networking platform. Proactive NOC-toNOC support ensures optimal uptime. In
fact, problems are often resolved before

commercial customers in multiple market
segments across a footprint spanning 28
states. One important goal for the Telecom
Provider is to move beyond business
relationships that are based on one-time
fees, and focus on “stickier” services

the subscriber is even aware of them.

with monthly recurring revenue.

CommScope leveraged its unparalleled track

Frontier now has managed Wi-Fi and

record of enabling service provider success,
aligning itself to support Frontier’s business
objectives. The result was the creation of
an expertly coordinated package of service
components and software and hardware,
tailored to meet Frontier’s specific service

networking solutions that bring world-class
capabilities and competitive differentiation.
With CommScope helping to deepen and
expand the product portfolio, the door
is now open for Frontier to provide new
branded offerings, such as cybersecurity

performance and budget requirements.

services, at a reduced time-to-market.

The Result: a whole new
frontier of revenue opportunities

To learn more about how CommScope

Frontier is in the process of deploying

commscope.com/professional-services/

CommScope managed Wi-Fi and managed

managed-networks/

enables service providers to deliver
Wi-Fi services to SMBs, please visit

networking offerings to new and existing

CommScope pushes the boundaries of communications technology with game-changing ideas and
ground-breaking discoveries that spark profound human achievement. We collaborate with our customers
and partners to design, create and build the world’s most advanced networks. It is our passion and
commitment to identify the next opportunity and realize a better tomorrow. Discover more at commscope.com
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